
5  S T E P S  T O

B E T T E R  S L E E P

The simplest way to improve your health, increase your

performance, feel better and live longer.



Introduction
 
This information comes from the work of Matthew Walker PhD – a neuroscientist and sleep
specialist whose book “Why We Sleep: The New Science of Sleep and Dreams” will
change the way you look at sleep forever.
 
If you are short on time, not turned on by the science, and/or a “skip to the end” kind of
person then you can simply check out the 5 tips for achieving better sleep on page 6.
 
And of course this is just a snippet, if you find this information interesting then we highly
recommend you grab yourself a copy of Dr. Walker’s book.



HOW MUCH SLEEP DO YOU REALLY NEED?
(HINT: IT’S MORE THAN YOU THINK)

 
YOU NEED BETWEEN 7 – 9 HOURS OF SLEEP.
 
It’s a fact, if you’re getting less than 7 hours of sleep a night then you are sleep deprived. 
 How do they know this for certain?  Once an individual drops below 7 hours of sleep it’s
possible to objectively measure the physiological effects in the brain and the body. 
 
If you take people and measure their results for exercises such as how high they can jump
(vertical jump test), peak muscle strength, and peak running speed – the results clearly
show that all of these are adversely affected by insufficient (less than 7 hours) sleep,
compared to the results of the same individual when they are well rested. 
 
Injury rates also increase dramatically (by up to 60%) in subjects who have had 5 hours
sleep the night before compared with subjects who have slept for 9 hours. This is most
likely due to a combination of cognitive impairment leading to reduced reaction time, and
micro-muscular failure affecting stability. Insufficient sleep leads to a dramatic deterioration
in balance. Individuals who have slept for 6 hours or less show up to a 30% drop in the
time it takes them to reach physical exhaustion. This change happens after just one night
of reduced sleep. Lactic acid also builds up more quickly in the system, and the lungs’
ability to expire carbon dioxide and inspire oxygen decreases. 
 
Additionally, men who sleep for only 5-6 hours per night have testosterone levels the same
as men 10 years their senior. Testosterone levels in men are a general predictor of
wellness, virility, sexual performance, and muscular strength. Read that again – if you’re a
man and you sleep for only 5-6 hours a night, they can scientifically measure that this is
ageing you BY A DECADE. Now, you may think “No way, this might apply to some people
but not to me. I only sleep 5 hours a night and I feel and function just fine!” But here’s the
thing, in the same way that people struggle to accurately gauge their fitness to drive a
vehicle after a couple of drinks, when you’re sleep deprived your subjective sense of your
ability to function becomes compromised. Or simply put: you don’t realise you’re sleep
deprived, when you’re sleep deprived.
 
 
 
 WHY SLEEP QUALITY MATTERS
 
The body has two different sleep states: Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, also known as
dream sleep (when you dream) and non REM sleep, where you don’t dream. Non REM
sleep can be further broken down into stages 1 – 4. Stages 3 and 4 are the deepest stages
of sleep, and its here that the body replenishment takes place. One is not better than the
other, your brain needs adequate amounts of both REM and non REM sleep during the
night. And you can’t just take a sleeping pill, bomb out for 10 hours and expect to get the
benefits of good quality, natural sleep. Pharmaceutical medications, alcohol, and marijuana
are not helping you get good quality sleep. All of these will sedate you, but sedation is NOT
sleep, you won’t be moving through the necessary stages of REM and non REM sleep.
 
 



SLEEP AND DISEASE
 

The large scale epidemiological studies (which is science speak for a big study with lots
and lots of people, conducted over a long time period) that have been done on sleep all tell
us conclusively: the shorter your sleep, the shorter your life.  
 
Insufficient sleep across the lifetime seems to be the most significant predictor of whether
or not someone will develop Alzheimer’s Disease. This is most likely due to the fact that
during deep sleep at night the brain performs a clean out of the build up of metabolic toxins
that accumulate during the day, while the brain is in use (yup, being awake actually causes
low level brain damage). One of the toxins that builds up while we are awake is a sticky
protein called beta amyloid. Build up of beta amyloid within the brain is one of the leading
causes underlying the mechanism of Alzheimer’s Disease. 
 
In another study, a group of people were given 4 hours of sleep for one night, and what the
researchers saw was a 70% reduction in natural killer cells (these guys are the assassins
of the immune system, they target malignant cells). Every day, our bodies produce cancer
cells but our immune system functions to identify these and destroy them before they
proliferate. Natural killer cells are, in part, what prevents these everyday malignant cells
from developing into the disease we know as cancer. So, for one night of reduced sleep a
significant impairment can be seen to one of our best defences against developing cancer. 
 
Cardiovascular health is also another area that suffers from insufficient sleep. Every year,
thanks to daylight saving, a large scale study is inadvertently done that shows how
messing with sleep can affect our heart health. In the Spring, when we lose an hour of
sleep, we see a 24% increase in heart attacks. In the Autumn when we gain an hour,
there’s a 21% decrease in heart attacks. These results are bi directional, which is again a
pretty compelling argument for not skipping sleep. 
 
Insufficient sleep will even erode DNA.  Another study took a group of healthy adults and
limited them to 6 hours of sleep a night for one week, then compared their gene profile to
when they were getting 8 hours of sleep. The researchers found 2 critical results: the first
was that 711 genes were distorted in their activity, in just one week of 6 hours of sleep.
The second was that of those genes that were affected, about half were increased in their
activity, and half were switched off. Among the genes that were switched off, many of them
were related to immune response, so the subjects became immune deficient. Those genes
that were up-regulated were related to tumour growth, long term chronic inflammation, and
genes association with stress and as a consequence, cardiovascular disease.



THE IMPACT OF SLEEP ON LEARNING, MEMORY, AND PERFORMANCE
 
Sleep is the number one performance enhancer, and it’s totally legal. If you take an
individual and test their motor skill practice after a night of good sleep they will test 20-30%
better in skilled performance than at the end of the previous day. Again, that’s a 30%
improvement and all they’ve done is go and catch some z’s. 
 
If you’re trying to improve your performance then sleep is critical. Brainwave patterns
measured during sleep show that your brain continues working on complicated sequences
at a rate 20-30 times faster than when you were awake. 
 
If you’re trying to solve a problem your brain will continue to go to work on it while you
sleep. And what’s perhaps most interesting is how the brain breaks down a physical task
you’re trying to perfect. Let’s say you’re learning a new melody on an instrument, and
there’s one part where you stick a little and have to slow down to get things in the correct
order. It’s that part of the sequence that your brain will work on to become proficient at
while you sleep. The expression: “Why don’t you sleep on it?” bears more weight than
many realise. 
 
Conversely, if you’re under-slept you’re far less likely to produce creative solutions. From a
productivity point of view you’re less efficient and statistically more likely to select easier
tasks – like checking voicemails – over diving into deep project work. 
 
 
 
 
SLEEP AND WEIGHT LOSS
 
Dr Walker certainly doesn’t draw a straight line between the obesity epidemic and sleep
rates, but what he does discuss is the effect that a lack of sleep has on two key hormones
that regulate appetite: leptin and ghrelin. 
 
Leptin is the satiety hormone, the one that tells the body when you’re feeling full and have
had enough to eat. Ghrelin has the opposite role, it’s job is to tell you that you’re hungry
and to eat more food. Research results show that when you take healthy subjects and
deprive them of sleep (4-5 hours only) for a week, both these hormones are affected.
Leptin levels get suppressed, and ghrelin levels rise. This equated to subjects consuming
an extra 200-300 calories a day. 
 
That might not sound like much, but consistently over a period of a few years, this can add
up to significant weight gain. Furthermore, when you’re under-slept you’re not only more
likely to overeat but you’ll make less healthy food choices. 
 
In a similar study they discovered that tired people, when presented with a buffet style of
foods, will go for heavy hitting, high carbohydrate and single sugar, processed foods, while
at the same time avoiding healthier foods like leafy greens, nuts, and protein. So while no
one is concluding that lack of sleep causes obesity, it certainly has a strong obesogenic
profile. The upshot of which is: sleep regulates your appetite. If you’re trying to lose weight,
get your sleep in order.



SLEEP BANKING AND NAPS
 
Unfortunately the 80/20 rule does not apply to sleep. Meaning you can’t deprive yourself of
sleep all week and then sleep in on the weekend and expect it to even out. Unfortunately
there’s no credit system in the brain, you can’t bank your sleep. 
 
In terms of naps, there’s good news and bad news. Naps can give you benefits, they
improve learning, memory, alertness and concentration, and mental health. If you’ve had a
late night and you have the opportunity to take a nap then by all means grab a little snooze
and reap the benefits, but you can’t use naps to make up for a lack of proper night time
sleep over the longer term. You can’t hack the sleep system, Mother Nature developed it
over 3 million years! It is the way it is. And in case you find that annoying just think on this:
humans are the ONLY species that deliberately deprive themselves of sleep. If you’re the
“I’ll sleep when I’m dead” type then understand that this research shows that doing yourself
out of sleep will ensure you get to your everlasting slumber much sooner. 
 
 

 
HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SLEEP

 
Begin by carving out an 8 hour, non negotiable sleep opportunity. This means that
between 11pm and 7am (for example) every day, you’re giving yourself the best chance of
getting good quality sleep. Then follow these 5 tips:
 
1.  REGULARITY – go to bed at the same time every night, and get up at the same time
every morning. This means the weekend too. Even if you’ve had a bad sleep, get up at the
time you’d normally get up. We need rhythm for our brain and body to establish a healthy
sleep cycle. Additionally try and sleep in the same room. When we sleep in an unfamiliar
environment (like a hotel for example) one half of our brain doesn’t sleep as deeply as the
other. This is likely linked to a primitive threat detection function designed to keep you semi
alert in case of danger. 
 
2.  EMBRACE DARKNESS – according to Dr. Walker we are “a dark deprived society”
and this lack of dark is adversely affecting our sleep. Extending our lighted hours with
electric lighting and screens messes with our melatonin release (the hormone that tells
your brain it’s dark and time to sleep). Studies showed that one hour of reading on an iPad
(or similar e-reader) delayed melatonin release by three hours when compared to reading
a book in dim light. In addition to the delayed release, melatonin levels were shown to be
50% less overall at their peak, and the total amount of REM sleep was decreased. This all
adds up to us feeling less refreshed or restored by our sleep. E-readers have their place
but at night time, the book still reigns supreme. Another interesting sleep research
experiment showed that when they took people out of their plentiful light environment (into
the Rocky Mountains in fact), with no electricity, they began to go to bed TWO HOURS
earlier than their claimed “normal” rhythms, because their melatonin levels started rise
earlier, and in greater quantity.
 
 



3.  TEMPERATURE – keep your bedroom temperature cool. Your core temperature needs
to drop by 2-3 degrees to initiate sleep. This seems really counter intuitive – doesn’t a
warm bath make you sleepy?  Well it does, but not for the reason you might think.  When
you’re in a warm bath you experience vasodilation (enlargement of your blood vessels)
and the blood comes to the surface of your skin.  When you get out of the bath you get a
massive thermal dump which equates to a decrease in core temperature.  It’s this core
temperature drop that makes you feel sleepy.  
 
Sleeping semi naked can help keep you cool (added bonus if you sleep with your partner
then skin-to- skin contact increases oxytocin release – the love and bonding hormone –
means good things for your relationship).
 
4.  CAFFEINE & ALCOHOL – should be avoided before bed. As previously mentioned,
alcohol is a sedative so although it knocks you out, it fragments your sleep and prevents
you from entering REM (dream) sleep. Caffeine by contrast is a stimulant, so even if you
can fall asleep without a problem, the presence of caffeine in the system will inhibit your
ability to drop into deep, restorative, non REM sleep. 
 
5.  DON’T STAY AWAKE IN BED – If you can’t fall asleep within about 20-30 minutes, or
if you wake up in the night and can’t get back to sleep quickly, then your brain will start to
associate bed with a wakeful state. If this is happening, you need to get up and go into a
different, dimly lit room and read a book for a while (no screens, no food), until you start to
feel sleepy, at which point you can go back to bed. If the idea of getting out of your warm,
cozy bed is unappealing then you do have an alternative: you can meditate! Meditation will
shift the body out of the wakeful state and into a rest state, helping you to fall back to
sleep. I will refrain from going on and on about the other benefits of meditation (there are a
gazillion) but simply say that meditating is good for you. If you need help getting started
there are loads of apps out there these days.
 
 
 
A NOTE FOR PARENTS AND SHIFT WORKERS
 
If you’re a parent or a shift worker then you’re probably reading this and thinking: “I hate
you.” For shift workers the unfortunate truth is that the WHO recently classified any form of
night time shift work as a possible carcinogen. But guess what – we need you guys!
Nurses, doctors and other night workers who contribute so very much to the smooth
running of our lives, we need you. So if you are a shift worker then please take all this
information with a grain of salt and make little changes where you can. It might be napping
during your break instead of scrolling Facebook, it might be being ruthless with your sleep
schedule while you’re on day shift, or putting down the Snickers and choosing a tuna salad
instead, because you realise it’s just lack of sleep telling you to eat that Snickers now, now,
NOW GOSHDARNIT. 
 
 



For parents, understand that kids are, generally speaking, rubbish sleepers. The best thing
you can do is put the mechanisms in place to make sure you are giving yourself an 8-9
hour sleep opportunity (with all the self discipline that entails regarding alcohol, caffeine,
TV and screens, and earlier bedtimes) and then take it from there. And remember, those
little sleep thieves are going to grow out of it and turn into teenage sleep monsters. They
won’t be messing with your sleep forever.
 
ON TEENAGERS...
 
Remember sleeping in until noon when you were a teenager and your parents would
basically call you a reprobate and decry you for wasting the day? Well, it turns out that the
body rhythm of a teenager actually shifts and their natural, healthy sleep cycle will be to
stay up later and sleep in later. If you’re a parent then don’t give your teenagers a hard
time about it – they need to adjust their sleep rhythms for a while. They’ll grow out of it. 
 
So there you have it. It turns out that sleep is probably not just one of the pillars of good
health alongside diet, exercise, and stress management. In all likelihood it is the pillar that
underpins all the others. Now that you know all this, what changes will you make, effective
immediately, to give yourself the benefits of better sleep?


